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ESTHETIC APPEAL
When selecting pictures for the home, both esthetic appeal and
subject-matter appeal must be considered. Some authorities main-
tain that esthetic appeal is sufficient for pictures that serve pri-
marily as part of the decorative scheme in a room. Others say
that esthetic quality is, after all, only good style, and that signifi-
cant content is a necessary part, and, in fact, is the aim of every
worthy painting, except non-objective ones.
Esthetic appeal is fully realized only by those who can analyze
a picture and see how the art elements are utilized to produce the
desired results. Everyone should have some practice in the an-
alysis of pictures, for it is possible to learn to recognize esthetic
values by this experience. A questionnaire for the analysis of pic-
tures is placed at the end of this chapter. It is well to hear expert
analyses of important pictures by specialists. This should be sup-
plemented by reading at least one good book on how to under-
stand pictures.
From the observer's point of view esthetic appeal is chiefly con-
cerned with color and form. In many cases the color of a picture
is the sole basis for its selection, whereas composition is ignored.
Neither color nor design can be disregarded, however, if the pic-
ture is to continue to hold the interest of the owners as they de-
velop in discrimination.
In order that the reader will realize the type of information that
he needs and can easily obtain by study, a few examples are given
here. One of the tests of a good composition is to see whether
there are dominating lines or planes that successfully guide the
observer's eyes into the picture and around in it and finally to the
center of interest. Any strong lines leading to corners are poor
because they carry the attention out of the picture. One of the
points to notice about the colors in pictures is that muddy or
chalky, colors are unpleasant, but these should not be confused
with subtle clear grays and other neutrals which have beauty and
character. A picture definitely abstract in form may also be
equally abstract or unnatural in color.
The color appeal of a picture must be considered in relation to
the room where it is to hang. Beautiful color in a picture may be
the basis for the color scheme of a room.

